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CNN host and best-selling author Fareed Zakaria argues for a renewed commitment to
the world’s most valuable educational tradition. The liberal arts are under attack. The
governors of Florida, Texas, and North Carolina have all pledged that they will not
spend taxpayer money subsidizing the liberal arts, and they seem to have an unlikely
ally in President Obama. While at a General Electric plant in early 2014, Obama
remarked, "I promise you, folks can make a lot more, potentially, with skilled
manufacturing or the trades than they might with an art history degree." These
messages are hitting home: majors like English and history, once very popular and
highly respected, are in steep decline. "I get it," writes Fareed Zakaria, recalling the
atmosphere in India where he grew up, which was even more obsessed with getting a
skills-based education. However, the CNN host and best-selling author explains why
this widely held view is mistaken and shortsighted. Zakaria eloquently expounds on the
virtues of a liberal arts education—how to write clearly, how to express yourself
convincingly, and how to think analytically. He turns our leaders' vocational argument
on its head. American routine manufacturing jobs continue to get automated or
outsourced, and specific vocational knowledge is often outdated within a few years.
Engineering is a great profession, but key value-added skills you will also need are
creativity, lateral thinking, design, communication, storytelling, and, more than anything,
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the ability to continually learn and enjoy learning—precisely the gifts of a liberal
education. Zakaria argues that technology is transforming education, opening up
access to the best courses and classes in a vast variety of subjects for millions around
the world. We are at the dawn of the greatest expansion of the idea of a liberal
education in human history.
Modern Mathematics: Made Simple presents topics in modern mathematics, from
elementary mathematical logic and switching circuits to multibase arithmetic and finite
systems. Sets and relations, vectors and matrices, tesselations, and linear
programming are also discussed. Comprised of 12 chapters, this book begins with an
introduction to sets and basic operations on sets, as well as solving problems with Venn
diagrams. The discussion then turns to elementary mathematical logic, with emphasis
on inductive and deductive reasoning; conjunctions and disjunctions; compound
statements and conditional statements; and biconditional sentences. Subsequent
chapters focus on switching circuits; multibase arithmetic; finite systems; relations,
vectors, and matrices; tessellations; and linear programming. The book concludes with
an analysis of motion geometry and rubber sheet geometry, paying particular attention
to radial enlargement and composite reflections as well as topological equivalence,
networks for maps, and incidence matrices. This monograph is intended for students,
parents, and teachers who are interested in modern mathematics.
1. Sets, 2. Relations and Functions, 3. Trigonometric Functions, 4. Principle of
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Mathematical Induction, 5. Complex Numbers and Quadratic Equations, 6. Linear
Inequalities, 7. Permutations and Combinations, 8. Binomial Theorem, 9. Sequences
and Series, 10. Straight Lines, 11. Conic Sections, 12. Introduction to ThreeDimensional Geometry, 13. Limits and Derivatives, 14. Mathematical Reasoning, 15.
Statistics, 16. Probability.
Numerous well-presented and important papers from the conference are gathered in
the proceedings for the purpose of pointing directions for useful future research in
diverse areas of mathematics including algebraic geometry, analysis, commutative
algebra, complex analysis, discrete mathematics, dynamical systems, number theory
and topology. Several papers on computational and applied mathematics such as
wavelet analysis, quantum mechanics, piecewise linear modeling, cosmological models
of super symmetry, fluid dynamics, interpolation theory, optimization, ergodic theory
and games theory are also presented.
Euclid was a mathematician from the Greek city of Alexandria who lived during the 4th
and 3rd century B.C. and is often referred to as the "father of geometry." Within his
foundational treatise "Elements," Euclid presents the results of earlier mathematicians
and includes many of his own theories in a systematic, concise book that utilized a brief
set of axioms and meticulous proofs to solidify his deductions. In addition to its easily
referenced geometry, "Elements" also includes number theory and other mathematical
considerations. For centuries, this work was a primary textbook of mathematics,
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containing the only framework for geometry known by mathematicians until the
development of "non-Euclidian" geometry in the late 19th century. The extent to which
Euclid's "Elements" is of his own original authorship or borrowed from previous scholars
is unknown, however despite this fact it was his collation of these basic mathematical
principles for which most of the world would come to the study of geometry. Today,
Euclid's "Elements" is acknowledged as one of the most influential mathematical texts
in history. This volume includes all thirteen books of Euclid's "Elements," is printed on
premium acid-free paper, and follows the translation of Thomas Heath.

1. This book deals with CBSE New Pattern Physics for Class 11 2. It is divided
into 8 chapters as per Term 1 Syllabus 3. Quick Revision Notes covering all the
Topics of the chapter 4. Carries all types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) 5.
Detailed Explanation for all types of questions 6. 3 practice papers based on
entire Term 1 Syllabus with OMR Sheet With the introduction of new exam
pattern, CBSE has introduced 2 Term Examination Policy, where; Term 1 deals
with MCQ based questions, while Term 2 Consists of Subjective Questions.
Introducing, Arihant’s “CBSE New Pattern Series”, the first of its kind providing
the complete emphasize on Multiple Choice Questions which are designated in
TERM 1 of each subject from Class 9th to 12th. Serving as a new preparatory
guide, here’s presenting the all new edition of “CBSE New Pattern Physics for
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Class 11 Term 1” that is designed to cover all the Term I chapters as per
rationalized syllabus in a Complete & Comprehensive form. Focusing on the
MCQs, this book divided the first have syllabus of Physics into 8 chapters giving
the complete coverage. Quick Revision Notes are covering all the Topics of the
chapter. As per the prescribed pattern by the board, this book carries all types of
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) including; Assertion – Reasoning Based
MCQs and Cased MCQs for the overall preparation. Detailed Explanations of the
selected questions help students to get the pattern and questions as well. Lastly,
3 Practice Questions are provided for the revision of the concepts. TOC Physical
World, Units and Measurement, Motion in a Straight, Motion in a Plane, Laws of
Motion, Work, Energy and Power, System of Particles and Rotational Motion,
Gravitation, Practice Papers (1-3).
The new Xamidea Class XII English 2020-21 has been thoroughly revised,
diligently designed, and uniquely formatted in accordance with CBSE
requirements and NCERT guidelines. The features of the Xamidea are as
follows: 1. The book has been thoroughly revised as per the new CBSE
Examination Paper design. 2. The book is divided into two parts: Part A and Part
B. 3. Part A is further divided into different sections · Reading Comprehension ·
Writing Skills · Literature Textbooks. 4. Objective Type Questions have been
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included as per new CBSE guidelines. These include Multiple Choice Questions,
True-False, and Fill in the blanks. 5. Previous Years’ Questions have been
added in different sections. 6. Answers of every NCERT Textbook Questions are
provided in the book. 7. Self-Assessment Test has been given to test the extent
of grasp by the student. 8. Part B includes the following: · Model Question Papers
for ample practice by the student. · CBSE Sample Question Paper and CBSE
Examination Paper (2020) with complete solution and the solutions of papers of
other regions are provided as QR code at the end of the book.
This volume is a tribute to one of the founders of modern theory of dynamical
systems, the late Dmitry Victorovich Anosov. It contains both original papers and
surveys, written by some distinguished experts in dynamics, which are related to
important themes of Anosov's work, as well as broadly interpreted further crucial
developments in the theory of dynamical systems that followed Anosov's original
work. Also included is an article by A. Katok that presents Anosov's scientific
biography and a picture of the early development of hyperbolicity theory in its
various incarnations, complete and partial, uniform and nonuniform.
Includes the 9th-61st annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station (called
9th-11th, Agricultural College Experiment Station; called 12th-59th annual report
of the Experiment Station) and issued by Michigan State College (called earlier,
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State Agricultural College (Mich.); Michigan Agricultural College).
A concise, insightful, and elegant introduction to the field of numerical linear
algebra. Designed for use as a stand-alone textbook in a one-semester, graduatelevel course in the topic, it has already been class-tested by MIT and Cornell
graduate students from all fields of mathematics, engineering, and the physical
sciences. The authors' clear, inviting style and evident love of the field, along with
their eloquent presentation of the most fundamental ideas in numerical linear
algebra, make it popular with teachers and students alike.
A variety of modern research in analysis and discrete mathematics is provided in
this book along with applications in cryptographic methods and information
security, in order to explore new techniques, methods, and problems for further
investigation. Distinguished researchers and scientists in analysis and discrete
mathematics present their research. Graduate students, scientists and engineers,
interested in a broad spectrum of current theories, methods, and applications in
interdisciplinary fields will find this book invaluable.
First published in 1202, Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci was one of the most important
books on mathematics in the Middle Ages, introducing Arabic numerals and
methods throughout Europe. This is the first translation into a modern European
language, of interest not only to historians of science but also to all
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mathematicians and mathematics teachers interested in the origins of their
methods.
S. Chand’s Mathematics books for Classes IX and X are completely based on
CCE pattern of CBSE. The book for Term I covers the syllabus from April to
September and the book for Term II covers the syllabus from October to March.
This text introduces students to basic techniques of writing proofs and acquaints
them with some fundamental ideas. The authors assume that students using this
text have already taken courses in which they developed the skill of using results
and arguments that others have conceived. This text picks up where the others
left off -- it develops the students' ability to think mathematically and to distinguish
mathematical thinking from wishful thinking.
A text book on Chemistry
1. This book deals with CBSE New Pattern Mathematics for Class 12 2. It is divided into7
chapters as per Term 1 Syllabus 3. Quick Revision Notes covering all the Topics of the chapter
4. Carries all types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) 5. Detailed Explanation for all types
of questions 6. 3 practice papers based on entire Term 1 Syllabus with OMR Sheet With the
introduction of new exam pattern, CBSE has introduced 2 Term Examination Policy, where;
Term 1 deals with MCQ based questions, while Term 2 Consists of Subjective Questions.
Introducing, Arihant’s “CBSE New Pattern Series”, the first of its kind providing the complete
emphasize on Multiple Choice Questions which are designated in TERM 1 of each subject
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from Class 9th to 12th. Serving as a new preparatory guide, here’s presenting the all new
edition of “CBSE New Pattern Mathematics for Class 12 Term 1” that is designed to cover all
the Term I chapters as per rationalized syllabus in a Complete & Comprehensive form.
Focusing on the MCQs, this book divided the first have syllabus of Mathematics into 7 chapters
giving the complete coverage. Quick Revision Notes are covering all the Topics of the chapter.
As per the prescribed pattern by the board, this book carries all types of Multiple Choice
Questions (MCQs) including; Assertion – Reasoning Based MCQs and Cased MCQs for the
overall preparation. Detailed Explanations of the selected questions help students to get the
pattern and questions as well. Lastly, 3 Practice Questions are provided for the revision of the
concepts. TOC Relations and Functions, Inverse Trigonometric Functions, Matrices,
Determinants, Continuity and Differentiability, Applications of Derivatives, Linear Programming,
Practice Papers (1-3).
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science and engineering. It
emphasizes mathematical definitions and proofs as well as applicable methods. Topics include
formal logic notation, proof methods; induction, well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary graph
theory; integer congruences; asymptotic notation and growth of functions; permutations and
combinations, counting principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics may also be
covered, such as recursive definition and structural induction; state machines and invariants;
recurrences; generating functions.
The new Xam Idea for Class XII Mathematics 2020 – 21 has been thoroughly revised diligently
designed and uniquely formatted in accordance with CBSE requirements and NCERT
guidelines. The features of the new Xam Idea are as follows: 1. The book has been thoroughly
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revised as per the new CBSE examination paper design. 2. The book is divided into two
sections: Part – A and Part – B. 3. Part – A includes the following: · Each chapter is
summarised in ‘Basic Concepts’. · Important NCERT Textbook and NCERT Exemplar
questions have been incorporated. · Previous years questions have been added under
different sections according to their marks. · Objective type questions have been included as
per new CBSE guidelines. These include Multiple Choice Questions, Fill in the Blanks and
Very Short Questions. · At the end of every chapter, Proficiency Exercise for practice and Self
– Assessment test has been given to test the extent of grasp by the student. 4. Part – B
includes the following: · CBSE Sample Question Paper – 2020 (solved) and CBSE
Examination Question Papers- 2020 of all 5 regions with complete solutions. · Unsolved model
question papers have been included for the ample practice by the student. 5. There is certain
change for the session 2020 – 21. The Binomial probability distribution (Chapter –Probability)
have been included. 6. Periodic tests and important mathematical activities along with related
viva – voce have been provided in the book for internal assessment. We take this opportunity
to acknowledge your consistent concern and contribution in raising the text to the level it has
achieved. As always, you will find yourself contributing to the cause of good educations.
For many years, this classroom-tested, best-selling text has guided mathematics students to
more advanced studies in topology, abstract algebra, and real analysis. Elements of Advanced
Mathematics, Third Edition retains the content and character of previous editions while making
the material more up-to-date and significant. This third edition adds four new chapters on pointset topology, theoretical computer science, the P/NP problem, and zero-knowledge proofs and
RSA encryption. The topology chapter builds on the existing real analysis material. The
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computer science chapters connect basic set theory and logic with current hot topics in the
technology sector. Presenting ideas at the cutting edge of modern cryptography and security
analysis, the cryptography chapter shows students how mathematics is used in the real world
and gives them the impetus for further exploration. This edition also includes more exercises
sets in each chapter, expanded treatment of proofs, and new proof techniques. Continuing to
bridge computationally oriented mathematics with more theoretically based mathematics, this
text provides a path for students to understand the rigor, axiomatics, set theory, and proofs of
mathematics. It gives them the background, tools, and skills needed in more advanced
courses.
Indian Mathematics gives a unique insight into the history of mathematics within a historical
global context. It builds on research into the connection between mathematics and the worldwide advancement of economics and technology. Joseph draws out parallel developments in
other cultures and carefully examines the transmission of mathematical ideas across
geographical and cultural borders. Accessible to those who have an interest in the global
history of mathematical ideas, for the historians, philosophers and sociologists of mathematics,
it is a book not to be missed.

The book 15 Practice Sets for RRB Junior Engineer Stage I Online Exam with 3 Online
Tests provides 15 Practice Sets - 12 in the book and 3 Online - on the exact pattern as
specified in the latest notification. The book provides the 2014 & 2015 Solved Papers.
Each Test contains 100 questions divided into 4 sections: General Intelligence &
Reasoning (25), General Awareness (15), General Science (30), and Mathematics (30).
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The solution to each Test is provided at the end of the book. This book will really help
the students in developing the required Speed and Strike Rate, which can increase
their final score by 15% in the final exam.
The new Xam Idea for Class XII Physics 2020-21 has been thoroughly revised,
diligently designed, and uniquely formatted in accordance with CBSE requirements and
NCERT guidelines. The features of the new Xam Idea are as follows: 1. The book has
been thoroughly revised as per the new CBSE Examination Paper design. 2. The book
is divided into two Sections: Part–A and Part–B. 3. Part–A includes the following: · Each
Chapter is summarised in ‘Basic Concepts’. · Important NCERT Textbook and NCERT
Exemplar questions have been incorporated. · Previous Years’ Questions have been
added under different sections according to their marks. · Objective Type Questions
have been included as per new CBSE guidelines. These include Multiple Choice
Questions, Very Short Answer Questions, and Fill in the Blanks carrying 1 mark each. ·
Short Answer Questions carrying 2 marks each and Long Answer Questions carrying 3
marks and 5 marks have also been added. · At the end of every chapter, SelfAssessment Test has been given to test the extent of grasp by the student. 4. Part–B
includes the following: · CBSE Sample Question Paper 2020 with complete solution. ·
Blueprint as per latest CBSE Sample Question Paper and Examination Paper 2020. ·
Unsolved Model Question Papers for ample practice by the student. · Solved CBSE
Examination Papers 2020 (55/1/1), (55/1/2) and (55/1/3). · Solved sets of remaining
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four regions’ CBSE Examination Papers are given in QR code.
1. This book deals with CBSE New Pattern Physics for Class 12 2. It is divided into 6
chapters as per Term 1 Syllabus 3. Quick Revision Notes covering all the Topics of the
chapter 4. Carries all types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) 5. Detailed
Explanation for all types of questions 6. 3 practice papers based on entire Term 1
Syllabus with OMR Sheet With the introduction of new exam pattern, CBSE has
introduced 2 Term Examination Policy, where; Term 1 deals with MCQ based
questions, while Term 2 Consists of Subjective Questions. Introducing, Arihant’s
“CBSE New Pattern Series”, the first of its kind providing the complete emphasize on
Multiple Choice Questions which are designated in TERM 1 of each subject from Class
9th to 12th. Serving as a new preparatory guide, here’s presenting the all new edition
of “CBSE New Pattern Physics for Class 12 Term 1” that is designed to cover all the
Term I chapters as per rationalized syllabus in a Complete & Comprehensive form.
Focusing on the MCQs, this book divided the first have syllabus of Physics into 6
chapters giving the complete coverage. Quick Revision Notes are covering all the
Topics of the chapter. As per the prescribed pattern by the board, this book carries all
types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) including; Assertion – Reasoning Based
MCQs and Cased MCQs for the overall preparation. Detailed Explanations of the
selected questions help students to get the pattern and questions as well. Lastly, 3
Practice Questions are provided for the revision of the concepts. TOC Electric Charges
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and Fields, Electrostatic Potential and Capacitance, Current Electricity, Moving
Charges and Magnetism, Magnetism and Matter, Electromagnetic Induction, Altering
Current, Practice Papers (1-3)
“Of high merit”—Scientific American This stimulating approach to several branches of
modern mathematics is geared to those with no background beyond elementary
algebra and geometry. Its nine essays by leading mathematicians—including Oswald
Veblen, Gilbert Ames Bliss, L. E. Dickson, and David Eugene Smith—cover the
foundations of geometry, modern pure geometry and non-Euclidean geometry,
fundamental propositions of algebra, algebraic equations, functions, fundamentals of
calculus, and number theory. Each essay provides wide coverage, with proofs of
important results and descriptions of leading methods. 1911 ed.
Traces the development of mathematics from its beginnings in Babylonia and ancient
Egypt to the work of Riemann and Godel in modern times
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